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This paper presents a qualitative analysis for a coupled system of two react 
tion4iffusion equations under various boundary conditions which arises from a 
number of physical problems. The nonlinear reaction functions are classified into 
three basic types according to their relative quasi-monotone property. For each type 
of reaction functions. an existence-comparison theorem. in terms of upper and lower 
solutions, is established for the time-dependent system as well as some boundary 
value problems. Three concrete physical systems arising from epidemics. 
biochemistry and engineering are taken as representatives of the basic types of 
reacting problems. Through suitable construction of upper and lower solutions. 
various qualitative properties of the solution for each system are obtained. These 
include the existence and bounds of time-dependent solutions. asymptotic behavior 
of the solution, stability and instability of nontrivial steady-state solutions. 
estimates of stability regions, and finally the blowing-up property of the solution. 
Special attention is given to the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the recent development of various diffusion-like systems in 
ecology, biology and biochemistry, and due to the traditional importance in 
the classical theory of heat-mass transfer, nonlinear reaction-diffusion 
equations have been given extensive attention in recent years. A physically 
important and mathematically interesting problem about these systems is the 
prediction of the time evolution of the various density distributions 
(population density, mass concentration, neutron flux, temperature, etc.) and 
their relations to the corresponding steady-state distributions. This kind of 
problem has been discussed by many investigators in various fields but are 
mostly for a single reaction-diffusion equation. In recent years, attention has 
been given to coupled reaction-diffusion equations from various fields of 
applied sciences. In this paper, we are concerned with a coupled system of 
two reaction-diffusion equations which occurs most frequently in diffusion- 
like systems. Three distinct problems arising from epidemics, biochemistry 
and nuclear engineering are considered here as representatives of the basic 
types of reaction functions which are classified according to their relative 
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quasi-monotone properties. The basic coupled reactiondiffusion equations 
under consideration are in the form 
(“i), - Li”i =fi(t, x, u, 3 u*)? i=l,2 QE(O,z-],xEQ) (1.1) 
together with the boundary and initial conditions 
Bi[ui] = a,(x)~?u,/~% +pi(x) ui = h,(x), i = 1,2 (t E (0, T], x E an), (1.2) 
u,(O, x) = &l(x), u,(O, x) = v&) (x E Q), (1.3) 
where R is a bounded domain in R” (n = 1,2,...), %2 is the boundary of R, 
ai > 0, pi > 0 with Cli + pi > 0 on 30, a/& is the outward normal (or 
conormal) derivative on 8G and Li are uniformly elliptic operators in the 
form 
Condition (1.2) includes various combinations of Dirichlet, Neumann and 
third type (or Robin) boundary conditions. However, the homogeneous 
Neumann boundary condition 
auipv = 0 i=1,2 (tE(O,T],xEaR) (1.4) 
will be given special attention since the behavior of the solution for this type 
of boundary condition is often quite different from those for other types of 
boundary conditions. In certain applications it is often sufficient to consider 
the boundary condition 
B[Ui] = a(x) az$/av + P(x) ui = hi, i= I,2 (tE(O,T],xEim), (1.5) 
where a>O,j3>0 and a+/l>O. 
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: (1) To present a constructuve 
method for the establishment of an existence-comparison theorem, in terms 
of upper and lower solutions, for both the time-dependent system (1. 1 )-( 1.3) 
and its corresponding steady-state problem 
-Liui =fi(xT u, 1 14*) i= I,2 (XER), (1.6) 
Bi[Ui] = h,(x) f4= 1,2 (XEa?). (1.7) 
(2) To investigate the qualitative behavior of the solution for three 
concrete physical systems arising from three different fields which are 
representatives of the basic type of reaction functions. This investigation 
includes the asymptotic behavior of the solution for each system, the stability 
and instability of steady-state solutions (including an estimate of stability 
and instability regions), and the blowing-up property of the solution in 
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certain situations. The mathematical models of the three physical systems are 
described as follows: 
(A) A model from epidemics. In the theory of epidemics, a basic 
model for the description of the susceptible and infective populations is the 
so-called Kermack-McKendrick equations (cf. [ 121). When the effect of 
diffusion is taken into consideration these equations are given by 
u, - v . (D,Vu) = --au - c,(G(tl))u + q,(x). 
(t > 0, .Y E 0). (1.8) 
17, - C . (D,V/l) = -br + c,(G(a))u + q?(s) 
where u = u(t, x), c = (t, X) represent the susceptible and infective 
populations. respectively, D, = D,(x), Dz = Dz(.x) are the diffusion coef- 
ficients, a, b. c,, cz are the reaction rate constants and q,, q2 are possible 
external sources (cf. [2, 7, 231). The functional G(P) is given by 
(G(u))& x) = 1; g(x, x’) r(t, x’) dx’. 
where g is a given positive continuous function in LI x f2. A special case of 
Eq. (1.8) has recently been treated by de Mottoni, Orlandi and Tesei [ 71 in 
which only the Neumann boundary condition (1.4) was considered. All the 
physical quantities D, , D,, c, , c2 are assumed positive whereas the constants 
a. b and the sources q,, q2 are taken as non-negative. 
(B) A biochemical system. In the “Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction” the 
concentration densities of two reactants (such as bromous acid and bromite) 
are governed by the coupled equations 
u, - V . (D,Vu) = u(a - bu - w) 
(f > 0. x E Q). (1.9) 
I’, - V . (DzVc) = -c, ul 
where D,(x). D?(x). a, b, c, c, are all positive quantities. (See 18. 141 for a 
derivation of Eq. (1.9) and some basic chemical background.) This model 
was investigated by Field and Noyes [S], Murray [ 141. and more recently by 
Quinney [21]. Wh en a = b = 0 the above system reduces to a model in 
gas-liquid absorption problem treated in [.5, 10. 191. In the present paper. 
however, we shall limit our attention to the case a > 0. b > 0. 
(C) A nuclear reactor model. In the space-time-dependent nuclear 
reactor dynamics, a model for the neutron flux U(L.S) and the reactor 
temperature c(f. x) is given by (cf. [Il. 18, 221) 
u, - D,V’u = u(uc -b) 
c, - DzV% = cu 
(f > 0. x E Q). (1.10) 
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where the physical constants D, , D,, c are positive and b 2 0. The value of a 
may be positive or negative depending on the nature of the temperature 
feedback. The above system with D, = 0 has recently been discussed by 
Pao [ 181 for various values of a and b, and by de Mottoni and Tesei [6] for 
the case a < 0. 
All the above models are special cases of Eq. (1.1) with ur = U, uz = z’ but 
the reaction functions possess rather distinct characteristics. The basic 
distinction among these reaction functions is that in Eq. (l.lO), f,, fi are 
quasi-monotone increasing when a > 0. while the functions in Eq. (1.9) are 
quasi-monotone decreasing. However, in Eq. (1.8), f, is quasi-monotone 
decreasing but f, is quasi-monotone increasing. These three types of quasi- 
monotone property are the main characteristics in our existence-comparison 
theorem using the monotone method and the notion of upper and lower 
solutions. It is to be pointed out that the selection of the above physical 
models in the discussion of this paper is not just for the illustration of our 
existence-comparison theorem; it is in fact this type of models (and some 
other models in chemical kinetics.and population dynamics) which motivates 
our classification of the reaction functions. 
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we classify the three 
basic types of reaction functions and establish some existence-comparison 
theorems for the time-dependent system (l.l)-( 1.3) and the steady-state 
problem (1.6), (1.7). The proof of these theorems involves the construction 
of two monotone sequences which converge monotonically to a unique 
solution of the corresponding system. Section 3 is concerned with the 
epidemic problem (1.8) under various boundary conditions, including 
condition (1.4). Asymptotic behavior of the time-dependent solution and 
various stability and instability property of a steady-state solution are given. 
The biochemical model (1.9) is treated in Section 4 while Section 5 is 
devoted to the reactor model (1.10). In both sections sufficient conditions for 
stability of steady-state solutions are obtained. Special attention is given to 
the Neumann boundary condition (1.4) for the biochemical problem in 
which there are infinitely many constant steady-states in the form (c/a, 0). 
(0, r,r), where r7 is an arbitrary constant. It is shown that the steady-state 
(c/a, 0) is asymptotically stable, but for every q > 0, (0, q) is unstable. In the 
case of the reactor model we show that for one class of initial functions. 
global solutions exist and converge to zero while for another class of initial 
functions the corresponding solutions blow up in finite time. Charac- 
terization of these two classes of initial functions is explicitly given. 
2. THE EXISTENCE-COMPARISON THEOREMS 
Throughout the paper we assume that for each i = I, 2, the operator Li is 
uniformly elliptic with smooth coefftcients, ai, pi, hi, u,, u0 are smooth non- 
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negative functions with ai + pi > 0, fi is Holder continuous in Rt x R x 
Rf x Rt, R is smooth, and uO, u0 satisfy the respective boundary condition 
( 1.2) at t = 0, where Rt = [O, co). For convenience, we set D, = (0, T] x R. 
D, = [O. TI x fi and C(fi,) the set of continuous functions on 0,. where 
T < co but can be arbitrarily large. 
In order to employ the monotone argument to establish an existence- 
comparison theorem, the quasi-monotone property of the functions J’, . .fi 
plays a key role in the determination of the comparison functions. Recall 
that a function fi(u, . . . . . u,). i = 1, 2 . . . . . is called quasi-monotone 
nondecreasing (resp., nonincreasing) in a subset .S of R”’ if f, is monotone 
nondecreasing (resp., nonincreasing) in ui for all j + i and there exists a 
constant Mi such thatf, + h4,ui is monotone nondecreasing for all (u, ,.... I(,,, j
in S. For the present coupled system of two equations. there are three basic 
types of quasi-monotone functions which are classified as follows: 
Type I: j*, and fi are both quasi-monotone nondecreasing in S. 
Type II: f’, andf? are both quasi-monotone nonincreasing in S. 
Type III: J, is quasi-monotone nonincreasing in S and /5 is quasi- 
monotone nondecreasing in S (or vice versa). 
The above three types of reaction functions occur most frequently in various 
concrete reaction-diffusion systems. For example, the reaction functions in 
equations (1.8). (1.9) and (1.10) are of Type III, Type II and Type I. respec- 
tively- where in each case the underlying set S is given by S = Rt x R ‘. For 
definiteness. we always consider f, nonincreasing and fi nondecreasing when 
dealing with Type III functions. 
In each of the above types of reaction functions the monotone argument of 
[ 1. 16. 17 1 for scalar systems can be used to construct convergent monotone 
sequences and thereby establishing an existence-comparison theorem. 
provided that a suitable initial iteration can be chosen. It turns out that this 
initial iteration can be taken as either an upper solution or a lower solution 
which is required to satisfy certain inequalities on the corresponding system. 
However, the requirement on the upper and lower solutions depends on the 
type of reaction functions. For Type I functions. the definitions of upper and 
lower solutions are straightforward extensions of scalar systems while for 
Type II and Type III functions it is necessary to make some modifications. 
In each case, it involves two smooth functions 0 = (u’, , iz). U = (u,, u?) 
such that U < d (i.e., u, ,< u’, , u2 < G2) on D, and 
B,[L&l -hi>O>Bi[ui] -hi (f E (0. TI, x E Xl). i = 1. 2. (2.1) 
qo, x) > Ui&) > u,(O. x) (x E nj. i= 1.2. (2.2) 
where u,,, = u,,. uz.O = ~1~. Here by a smooth function U = (u,, u2) we mean 
that both U, and u2 are continuous differentiable in t. twice continuously 
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differentiable in x and au,/& exists on X?. The pair 0, U are said to be 
ordered if U < 0 on B,-. The precise definition of upper and lower solutions 
for each type of reaction functions is given as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 0 = (C,, zZz), U = (u,, u2) be an ordered pair of 
smooth functions in D, satisfying inequalities (2.1), (2.2). Then 0, U are 
called upper and lower solutions of (l.l)-( 1.3), respectively, if (a) for 
Type III functions, 
(b) for Type II functions the second inequality in (2.3) is replaced by 
WA-Lz&-fi(GX,U,, u’z) > 0 2 @Jr - L,u, -fi(h & I, 3 u*> 
((t, x) E D,), (2.4) 
and (c) for Type I functions, the first inequality in (2.3) is replaced by 
(u’,), - L, I, - f,(h x, c, 9 ~*)~O~(U,)I-L,u,-fi(t,x,u*,u*) 
(0, x) E &I. (2.5) 
For the steady-state problem (1.6), (1.7) the definitions of upper and lower 
solutions are similar. Since there appears no confusion we use the notation 
0, U as for the time-dependent system in the following. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let o= (u’,, &), U = (u,, u2) be an ordered pair of 
smooth functions in R such that (2.1) holds on 30. Then 0, U are called, 
respectively, upper and lower solution of (1.6), (1.7) for each of the three 
types of functions fi E fi(x, u, , u,) if the corresponding inequalities in (2.3), 
(2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied when the time-derivative terms are neglected. 
It is seen from the above definition that for Type I functions the two pairs 
(C,, Cz) and (u,, u2) are not related. This means that one pair can be deter- 
mined without knowing the other. The same is true between (u’, , uz) and 
(u,, &) for Type II functions. However, for Type III functions all the four 
functions fii, ui, i = 1,2, are inter-related and have to be determined 
simultaneously. 
Suppose for a given type of reaction functions f,, fi and S there exists an 
ordered pair of upper and lower solutions 0 = (ii,, iz), U = (u, , uz). Define 
S(D,)= ((u,,u&u~EC(L?~), ui<uigzZi on Dr., i= 1,2). (2.6) 
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If S(D,) is contained in S then it suffices to take S= S(D,). In the 
following discussion we always consider the various type of functions f,, fJ 
on the corresponding set S(D,). To ensure the uniqueness of the solutions we 
also assume there exist positive constants Mi such that for each i = I. 2. 
lfi(L.L u,, 242) -.fi(f,s, c,. v2)1 < Mi(lU, - L’,/ + Ill, - 1121) 
(ui. vi E S(D,)). (2.7) 
For the boundary-value problem (1.6), (1.7) we consider an ordered pair of 
upper and lower solutions o= (u’,, u’?), U = (u,. u,) on S(Q) and assume 
that condition (2.7) holds withyi =fi(x, u,, uz). where 
S(f2) = ((u,, ~4~); ffi E C(G), ui < ui < Ci on fit. (2.8) 
In order to establish an existence-comparison theorem in terms of upper 
and lower solutions we consider the sequence (CT”‘} = {u’,“‘. ui”‘} obtained 
from the linear system 
(u)A’), - LiU)k) + MiUjk’ = A4;uik-‘) +h(r, s. 26’” - I’. 11;” ‘1) 
((t. s) E LIT)’ (2.9) 
Bj[Ujk’] = h;(x) (t E (0, q .Y E xl). (2.10) 
u~.“‘(O. x) = ui.o(.Y) (x E l-2). (2.1 I) 
where i = 1. 2, and k = I, 2 ,... . For each k, the above system consists of two 
linear uncoupled initial boundary value problems, and therefore the existence 
of {U’l”‘, 24: } “) follows from the standard existence theorem for scalar systems 
(cf. 191). To ensure that {u\“‘. u’,“’ / is a monotone sequence and converges to 
a unique solution of (1.1)-( 1.3) it is necessary to choose a proper initial 
iteration. Clearly the choice of this function depends on the type of reaction 
functions. For Type I functions we choose two distinct initial iterations as 
(ri,, L,) and (u,. u?) and denote the corresponding sequence from 
(2.9)-(2.11) by ( I!$:“‘} E (U\k’, L?\~‘}, {_Ui”‘} = {u\“‘, _u\~‘}. respectively. In the 
case of Type II functions these initial iterations are replaced by (zi,. u:) and 
(u,. &), respectively. and the corresponding sequences are denoted by 
((ii:‘} = (U\*‘, ES”‘}. (r/it’) = @‘,“‘. ti\“‘}. In both cases. each of the two 
sequences can be obtained from (2.9)-(2.1 I). independent to one another. 
However. for Type III functions we use the initial iteration 
(fjy’. go’) = ( u’, . &) to construct the sequence { cii:i } E {U’,“’ . Us”’ 1 from the 
equations 
(U;k’),-L,li\k’ +M,U~k’=M,u~k-” +f,(t.x,u:” -“.g’z” I’). 




-(k-i) +~~~~,,~.~;k-l’~~~~k ~1)). 
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while the sequence (J$/} E ( _u\~‘, !ik’} with @lo’, _up’) = (u, , u2) is deter- 
mined from the equations 
CU:k))r-L,_ujk’+M,_uIk)=M*_uIk~‘)+f,(f,X,_UIk-”,U:k-“), 
(_U’k’) - L _ ‘k) + M 
(2.13) 
2 I 2u2 2!42 - ‘k’-M uCk-” +f2(t,x._u:k~“,_U~k~“). 2-2 
In each system, the boundary and initial conditions are given by (2.10) and 
(2.11). These two systems, namely, (2.10), (2.1 l), (2.12) and (2.10), (2.1 l), 
(2.13) are inter-related since the solutions (Uik’, ti:“‘) and (_uik’, _uy’) can be 
determined only when both (z?:~-“, Uikm “) and (_uik-“, _uik-“) are known. 
With this construction it is possible to establish our existence-comparison 
theorems in relation to upper and lower solutions. Since the problem for 
Type I and Type II functions is similar to the one treated in [ 17, 19 1 we only 
give a detailed discussion for Type III functions. This is contained in the 
following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (u’,, zT2), (II,, u2) be an ordered pair of upper and 
lower solutions of (l.l)-( 1.3) for Tl?pe III functions f, , fi on S(D,) and leetfi 
sarisfir condition (2.7). Then the sequence { rf$, 1 = (zZ\~‘, zi,I”’ }; (fJ;fi 1 = 
(_u\~‘, _uik’} obtained from (2.10), (2.1 l), (2.12) and (2.13) converge 
monotonically from above and below, respectively, to a unique solution 
(u,,u2) of (l.lt(l.3) such that 
Ui(& x) < q(t, x) < q, x) ((h *v) E &jr i= 1,2. (2.14) 
ProoJ Let )$I. = c!O’ - G!‘) = c. - U!” 
(2.12) ’ ’ ’ l 
1 , i= 1, 2. Then by (2.1)-(2.3) and 
(w,)r-L,M’, +kf,w,=((u’,),-L,C, +M,C,) 
-(M,u',+f,(r,-~,u',,Uz))~O, (2 15) 
(w2)t - Lz w2 + Mz M’2 = ((u’z), - L, 24 + M, &) 
- (M, u’z + f2(t, x. fi, , u’,)) > 0, 
wi(“* x, = Ci(Ov X) - Ui,o(X) > 0. 
i= 1,2. (2.16) 
By the maximum principle, the above inequalities imply that wi > 0 (i.e., 
Ujo’ > ~1”) on D, for each i = 1, 2 (cf. 116, 201). Similarly, using relation 
(2.13) instead of (2.12) the functions nli = pi’) - _uj” = gi” - ui satisfies the 
inequalities in (2.15), (2.16) and thus _ui”’ < !J”, i= 1, 2. Now let 
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I(‘, E u! ’ ’ - u! ’ ) 
the relations ‘in 
. Then the quasi-monotone nonincreasing property off, and 




Since B,[ W, ] = 0, rc,(O. X) = 0 we obtain W, > 0. A similar argument using 
the quasi-monotone nondecreasing property off, shows that II’: > 0. The 
above conclusions lead to the relation 
ll!n’ < u!‘b <Q!” < g.0’ 
- I 1-I -. , \ , (i = 1. 2). 
Assume, by induction, that 
U)k~“~()k’~UIk’~<U)k~” (i = 1, 2. k = 1, 2 . . . . . m). (2.18) 
Then the functions 11’. = ri!“,, - ijtm+‘, t I 1 satisfy Bi[ hr.; 1 = 0. ~~(0. s) = 0 and the 
relations 
(w, j, ~ L, 1t7, t M,w, =M,(2i\m-ib - u’,““j +.f,(f..~. ~i’,“~-“.gi” ‘1) 
- f,(f, x. li:m’* cl”‘) > 0. 
( lt’? ), - Lz II’? + Mz lV2 = M2(uy- ” - lip j + .f;( I. s. 17,“’ ’ ‘. 1iy ” ) 
-f#. x. iiy. li’,“‘, > 0. 
which ensure that k)“” > U:“” I’, i = 1. 2. The same reasoning leads to 
I( I”’ <gi (nli 1) and u),+ ‘1 < ,),,I+‘,. This proves the monotone relation (2.18) 
for every k. It follows from this monotone property that the pointwise limits 
exists and U, < zSj on 07. A standard regularity argument shows that the set 
of functions (11, . Uz. u,. uz) is a solution of the coupled system 
(IV, ), - L , w, = f, (f, s. h’, ~ lt’4 j. 
(w2), - LzlVz =f2(t, s, h’, , II‘? 1. 
( W’,), - L , M’? = f, (t. A-, It’? , 11’: 1. (2.19, 
( w4), - L2 It’4 =fz(f, s, I\‘? , it’, ). 
BilWi] = hi’“. Wi(O. .u) = 21$,(s). i = I . . . . . 4. 
where h? = II: = h,. h* = IIS = /I?, ~4;“~ = K.?,~ = u ,.“, uZ.~ = uzqO = uz .,,. It is 
clear that both (U,. C2) and (_u,. _uz) are solutions of (1.1 t( 1.3) if one can 
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show that U; = _u,. To achieve this, we use an indirect approach as follows: 
Let f F be a function such that f ,? = A for uj < uj < Cj and f 7 satisfies a 
global Lipschitz condition in (u,, uZ), i, j= 1,2. The standard method of 
successive approximation shows that the modified problem of (2.19) (i.e.. 
with fi replaced by f:) has a unique solution W = (w, ,..., w4). Since 
ui < gi < Ei < Ci, i = 1,2, and U = (U,, U;, g,, _uJ is a solution of (2.19). the 
uniqueness property implies that W = CJ and thus U is the unique solution of 
the original system. Now if f, , fi in the system (l.l)-( 1.3) are replaced by 
f I*, f z, respectively, then by the same reasoning, the corresponding modified 
system has a unique solution (UT, u:). In view of the special form in (2.19), 
U* E (u,*, u,*, UT, u*) is a solution of this system whenA is replaced by f:. 
By uniqueness, U* must coincide with W and thus U* = U. This proves that 
Q, =_U,r &=_u,, and therefore (U,, UJ is the unique solution of (l.l)-( 1.3). 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 
For Type I functions f,, fi, the same monotone argument as for scalar 
system shows that the sequence {fli”‘} is monotone nonincreasing, (_Ui”‘) is 
monotone nondecreasing and _Ui”’ < I!?:‘) for every k = 1, 2,... . A similar 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that the sequences { oii’} and 
(_V{f’) for Type II functions are “monotone in mixed order” in the sense that 
the first component (U(ik’} of (~~~‘} and the second component {Uik’) of 
{_V$‘} are monotone nonincreasing while the remaining two components, 
namely, (_u$“‘} and (_u\~‘}, are monotone nondecreasing. Moreover, _u)~’ < ziik’ 
(i = 1, 2) for every k. This kind of monotone property (for Type II functions) 
can also be obtained by the transformation ~7~ = M, - u1 for a sufficiently 
large M, so that the system (1.1~( 1.3) is transformed into one with Type I 
functions with respect to (u,, We) (cf. [ 191). The above monotone properties 
ensure that for either Type I of Type II functions the corresponding 
sequences obtained from (2.9t(2.11) converge, respectively. to some 
functions (U, , U?). (u,, _uz). By condition (2.7) the same argument as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that (U,, zi2) = &,, _uz) and is the unique 
solution of (l.lt(l.3). For the sake of later applications we state this as 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (ti,, zi,), (u,, u2) be an ordered pair of upper and 
lower solutions of (1.1 F( 1.3) for either Type I or Type II functions f, , fi on 
S(D,). Assume that fi satisfies the condition (2.7) for i = 1,2. Then the 
sequences { otk’), {_Ui”’ } for TJlpe I functions converge monotonically from 
above and below’, respectively, to a unique solution (u,, u,), while the 
sequences (@}, {r/i:‘} for Type II functions converge “monotonically in 
mixed order” to a unique solution (u,, uz). In both cases (u,, u,) satisfies the 
relation (2.14). 
The above argument can be used to obtain a similar existence-comparison 
theorem for the steady-state problems (1.6), (1.7) when f,, fi are of either 
Type I or Type II functions. Specifically, we have the following 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let (u’,, u^?), (u,, uz) be an ordered pair of upper and 
lower solutions of ( 1.6). ( 1.7) f or either Type I or rvpe II functions f,. fS. 
Assume that h = fi(x, u, , u2) satisfies condition (2.7) in S(Q), i = 1, 2. Then 
the problem (1.6). (1.7) has a “maximal solution” (U,. ii’) and a “minimal 
solution” (g, , gz) such thaf 
Ui(-K) ~ ui(X) ~ Ui(X) ~ u’i(X) (xE5). i= 1. 2. (2.20) 
Proof. By neglecting the initial condition (2.11) and dropping the time- 
derivative terms (ui”‘), in (2.9), (2.12) and (2.13). a monotone argument 
shows that the corresponding time-dependent sequences for each type of the 
reaction functions converge in the same monotone fashion as for the time- 
dependent system to some functions (U,, U2) and (_u,, _uZ). This monotone 
property also leads to relation (2.20). By a Schauder-type regularity 
argument these limit functions are both solutions of (1.6). (1.7) and are 
referred to as maximal and minimal solutions, respectively (cf. Il. 16 ] ). 
Details are omitted. 
Remark 2.1. (a) Various existence and comparison theorem for 
weakly coupled parabolic systems are known and can be established by both 
functional analytic and classical methods (e.g., see [3, 4. 13, 241). An 
essential difference between those methods and the present approach is that 
the monotone argument is more constructive, and in the mean time it leads 
to an existence-comparison theorem for the corresponding steady-state 
problem. 
(b) From the proof of Theorem 2.1 and the argument leading to the 
conclusion of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 it is clear that if the Lipschitz condition 
(2.7) is replaced by 
f,(t~~u,u,.U?)-f,(f,X,C,.U?)Z-M,(U, -r,), 
then the convergence of the sequences (U’,k’, Uik’}, {_u:~), _u\“’ 1 to the functions 
(U,, ri*), @,, _u2) remains true. This is due to the fact that in proving the 
monotone property of the various sequences, only the one-sided Lipschitz 
condition (2.21) is needed. This observation is important in the application 
of these theorems to systems involving “functional type” reaction functions 
such as the functions in the epidemical model (1.8). Notice that the functions 
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f,, f2 in (1.8) do not satisfy any local Lipschitz condition in v(t,x) in the 
pointwise sense. 
(c) In proving the monotone convergence of the sequences in 
Theorem 2.1-2.3 the quasi-monotone property off, , fi is required only for 
(u,, u2) in the bounded region S(D,) (or S(0)) which depends solely on the 
upper and lower solutions 0, U. This gives considerable flexibility in the 
construction of these functions. Nevertheless the monotone property alone is, 
in general, not suffkient to guarantee the uniqueness of the solution. On the 
other hand, the Lipschitz condition (2.7) guarantees the uniqueness problem 
for the time-dependent system only in S(D,) and nothing can be said about 
the uniqueness outside of this region, nor the uniqueness question of the 
stady-state problem (1.6), (1.7). 
3. THE EPIDEMICS PROBLEM 
In this section we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the solution for 
the epidemic model (1.8). It is clear that the functions 
f,=-au-c,G(v)u+q,. fi = -bu + c2 G(u)u + q2 (3.1) 
are of Type III in S(D,) (with u, = u, u2 = V) and satisfy condition (2.21) 
with M, = c, sup{G(v’)(t, x); (t, x) E DT} and M, = b, where S(D,) is defined 
in (2.6) with respect to any non-negative upper and lower solutions. 
Although the functions in (3.1) do not satisfy the Lipschitz condition (2.7) in 
the pointwise sense in D,, they do satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
(Ui, ui E S(D,)), i = 1, 2, (3.2) 
in the Banach space C(D,) equipped with the sup-norm /I . 11. The constants 
Ki in (3.2) depend only on the maximum values of J’ g(x, x’) dx’ and (u’, 6). 
Using condition (3.2), standard method of successive approximation shows 
that the modified system (1.2), (1.3), (1.8) (i.e., withf;. replaced byf:) has a 
unique solution (u, u) (e.g., see [ 151). From the proof of Theorem 2.1, (u, v) 
is also a solution of the original system and can be obtained through the 
construction of the sequences given by (2.12), (2.13). In fact, these sequences 
converge monotonically to the unique solution (u, u) and satisfies the relation 
(2.14) (with u, = u, u2 = u). Hence the construction of upper and lower 
solutions not only yields monotone sequences and global existence theorem 
but more importantly a suitable construction of such functions often exhibits 
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the qualitative behavior of the solution. In the present epidemic model. upper 
and lower solutions are required to satisfy the relations 
u’,-V.(D,Vu’)+&+c,(G(v))C-q,>O. 
u, ~ V . (D,Vu) + uu + c,(G(L;))u -4, < 0. 
(f > O.xEfl). (3.3) 
Lf, ~ T . (Dz 6) + 66 - cz(G(~~)z7 - qz > 0. 
v, ~ -C . (Dzv) + bv - c?(G(v))u -q> < 0. 
and the boundary and initial inequalities in (2. I), (2.2) (with U, = U, uZ = ~9). 
The main goal of this section is to construct suitable functions (C, C), (u. v) 
so that the asymptotic behavior of the solution and the stability property of a 
steady-state solution can be determined. 
Our construction of upper and lower solutions often makes use of the 
smallest eigenvalue Ai and the corresponding eigenfunction @i of the eigen- 
value problem 
v (D,Vdi) + Q; = 0 (x E Q). Bi[#i]=O (sE?R). i= 1.2. (3.4) 
It is clear that 1; is real. positive and qi is positive in a. We normalize Q, so 
that max Qi(.u) = 1. Notice that if the boundary condition in (3.4) is replaced 
by the Neumann type (1.4) (i.e., agi/&v = 0) then Ai = 0 and pi = 1. In the 
following theorem we establish the existence and asymptotic property of the 
solution for the epidemic problem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let qi > 0, hi > 0. i= 1, 2 and let uO> 0. 1%” > 0. Then 
the system (1.2). (1.3), (1.8) (or (1.3), (1.4), (1.8)) has a unique nonnegatire 
global solution (u. 13 j. Furthermore, if qi = hi = 0 and a + A, > 0 then there 
exist positice constants p, . pz and T,, such that for any b, < b + A! the 
solution (u. ~3) satisfies 
O~u(t,X)~p,e-‘~+i.~l” (1 > 0,x E i?), 
O,< z(t.x) <pze-hl(f-ru’ (t> T,,sEfi). 
(3.5) 
Proof. Let u*. L’* be the respective solution of the linear uncoupled 
systems 
u,--c. (D,Vu)+au=q,, B,[u] = h,, ~(0, x) = z+,(x). (3.6) 
L’, -V . (&VP) + bv = czu*(G(v)) + q2, B,[v] = hz. ~(0, x) = v”(x). (3.7) 
By the non-negative property of q,, h, and u,,, the solution u* to (3.6) exists 
and is non-negative on Rt x fi. Since U* is known and G(E) is a linear 
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functional of u the existence of a solution LJ* to (3.7) follows from the 
standard method of successive approximations. To show that u* is non- 
negative on [0, T] x fi for every T < co we make the transformation w = 
e -O’L’ for a sufficiently large u. Then the system (3.7) is transformed into the 
form 
M’, - V . (D,Vw) + (b + (J)W = c,u*(G(w)) + em”‘qz 
B,[wj = e-“‘h,, w(0, x) = Ll,(X). 
(3.8) 
Suppose, by contradiction, w has a negative minimum at some point 
(t,, x,) E [0, T] X fi. Then by the boundary and initial conditions in (3.8), 
x,6caf2, f,#O. This implies that (t,, x,) E (0, T] x R and thus 
wl(t,, x,) < 0, V . (D,(x,) Vw(t,, x,)) > 0. In view of the relation (3.8) and 
the non-negative property of u*, 
(b + ~N(~,vx,> 2 ~2u*(t,,x,)(G(w)(f,,X,)> 
The above relation is impossible since u can be arbitrarily large. Hence 
w(t, x) > 0 which proves the non-negative property of v*. Using 
(zi, 6) = (u*, u*), (u, v) = (0,O) it is easily verified that the inequalities in 
(2.1), (2.2) and (3.3) are satisfied. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that the 
system (1.2), (1.3), (1.8) has a unique solution (u, v) such that 
0 < u(t, x) < u”(t, x), 0 < u(t, x) < u*(t, x) (t > 0, x E q. (3.9) 
If the boundary condition (1.3) is replaced by the Neumann type (1.4), the 
same argument shows that the problem (1.2), (1.4), (1.8) has a unique non- 
negative solution (u, u) such that (3.9) holds. In this situation, u *, L’ * are the 
respective non-negative solution of (3.6), (3.7) with respect to the boundary 
condition au */av = an */av = 0. 
To show the relation (3.5) when qi = hi = 0 we observe that the solution 
u* of (3.6) (with q, = h, = 0) satisfies the relation 0 < u* <p,e-(‘+.‘l)’ for 
some p, > 0 (cf. [ 171). Hence the first relation in (3.5) follows from 
O<U<U*. For the second relation we apply a comparison theorem, in 
terms of upper and lower solutions, for the scalar system (3.7) (cf. [ 171). In 
fact, since the functionfo(u) = c,u*G(u) is monotone increasing in c we may 
consider (3.7) as a special case of (l.l)-( 1.3) with Type I functions. In view 
of Theorem 2.2 it suffices to find a suitable pair of upper and lower 
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solutions. For this purpose, we choose T,, > 0 and a corresponding pz > 0 
such that 
l?*(T,,. -r) < P?&(X)7 
u*tt. x) < m&(x) (C? .r,, g(x, x’) &(x’) u!Y’ ) ‘. (f > T,,). (3.10) 
where m = b + 1, - b, > 0. This is possible since U* ---) 0 as t + 00. (If 
necessary, the function @* may be replaced by a strictly positive function 9: 
on fi such that 0. (D?V&) +L*& <O and Bz[&] >O for some JT <AZ 
cf. 1171.) By considering a*(T,, x) as the initial function. the function 
ry=pze -bi’r-70’ 4: is an upper solution of the system (3.7) in the domain 
[ 7’,. co) x R provided that 
> c2u*(pZe-b1”-ro’ ) 1. g(x. x’) &(x’) d.x’ (t > T”.XEL?). 
-n 
The above inequality is equivalent to 
(b + & - b,) qaz > c?u* -)<> g(x, x’) q&(x’) d-x’ (t > T,,. .Y E f2). 
which is clearly satisfied by the relation (3.10). Since v = 0 is obviously a 
lower solution of (3.7) in the domain [T,, co) x R the comparison theorem 
for scalar system (or Theorem 2.2) ensures that 0 ,< I?* < p2e--bl”Pr(1’02 on 
[r,. co) x fi. The second relation in (3.5) follows immediately from (3.9). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The result of Theorem 3.1 implies that when qi = hi = 0 the time- 
dependent solution of (1.2) (1.3), (1.8) (or (1.3), (1.4). (1.8)) converges 
exponentially to zero when a + 1, > 0, b + AZ > 0. This is the case when the 
boundary condition is of either Dirichlet or mixed type; and it is also the 
case for the Neumann boundary condition (1.4) if a > 0. b > 0. However. 
this convergence is no longer true for the Neumann boundary condition 
when a = b = 0. In fact. in this situation, the corresponding steady-state 
problem is 
-V . (D,Tu) = -c, G(r,)u. -v . (L&Vr) = C,G(l~)U (s E n, 
(3.11) 
h/i+ = 0, Fl~/FL’ = 0 (x E Is) 
and this system possesses infinitely many constant solutions in the form 
(.O, q,), (qZ, 0). An interesting question about this problem is whether the 
correponding time-dependent solution converges to one of these constant 
states, and if it does to which one it converges. We show in the following 
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theorem that the time-dependent solution converges to the form (0, q,) when 
u,, & 0 and to (qz, 0) when U, = 0. The value of 9, or q2 depends solely on 
the spatial average ul,,, v^, of the initial functions uO, u,, where 
ziJ= JR/-’ I’ f+(x)dx, 6, = pi-’ 1‘ ) VJX dx (3.12) .fl n 
and ]R 1 denotes the “volume” of R. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (u, v) be the non-negufive solution of (1.3), (1.4) 
(1.8) with a=b=O. Thenfor v,#O, 
lim u(t, x) = 0, lim v(t, x) = u10 + (cl/c,) z$; (3.13) 
t-r00 r+* 
and for v,, E 0, 
lim u(r, x) = z?,, lim v(t, x) = 0. (3.14) 
t-m I’m 
Proof. By integrating (1.8) over R and using the divergence theorem and 
the boundary condition (1.4), we obtain 
u^’ = -c, GGU, L;’ = c2 GG, (3.15) 
n 
where u^, 8, G(v)u denote the spatial average of the corresponding functions 
U, ~1, G(v)u as in (3.12) and u^’ = du^/df, etc. Equation (3.15) implies that u^ is 
nonincreasing, v^ is nondecreasing and 
1 A ” c,u+c,v=c,u,+c,t,-const. ?- for all f > 0. (3.16) 
By the non-negative property of U, v, the functions u^, L; must converge to 
some constants II,, v, as f + co. (Note by the maximum principle that U, L’ 
are strictly positive in Rt when U, & 0, v0 & 0.) It follows from the 
nondecreasing property of L1 that 
u(x) = inf( (G(v))(t, x); f > 0) > 0 
and a(x) f 0 when n,, f 0. 
Consider the linear system 
on fi, 
WI - v . (D,Vw) + c, uw = 0. awpv = 0, u(0, x) = 2$(x). (3.17) 
Since the smallest eigenvalue of the operator [-V . (Di V) + c,r~] under the 
Neumann boundary condition is real, positive when u f 0, the solution w of 
(3.17) converges (exponentially) to zero as f + co (cf. [ 171). But since 
G(v) > u, a comparison between the solution u of (1.8) and w (under the 
same boundary and initial conditions) implies that u < W. This leads to the 
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conclusion of lim u(t,x) = 0 as t + 00. In view of (3.16), c, = 
P,, + (cJc,) u^,. To complete the proof of (3.13) it suffices to show that 
/\ 
lim tl(t. X) = ~1, as t + 00. Let Q(t, X) = G(c)u - G(v)u. M,&) = u,, - t,,. and 
consider the linear problem 
IZ’( - V . (D,VH~) = Q. i?W/Fl~ = 0. w(0. x) = W”(X). (3.18) 
Since j. 11’” d.u = .(‘R Q(t, x) d.r = 0 for all t > 0, an elementary argument 
using eigenfunction expansion for the solution of (3.18) leads to the 
conclusion that lim ,r*(t, x) = 0 as t + 00 (cf. [ 19 I). But by uniqueness, the 
solution ~1’ of (3.18) coincides with L’ - z?; we conclude that lim ty(t, s) = 
lim t:(t) = i’, . This completes the proof of (3.13). When z’(, = 0 then 
r(t.s) = 0 and u coincides with the solution of (3.17) with u = 0. It follows 
that lim u( 1. .u) = Q,, and the proof of the theorem is completed. 
Remarh- 3. I. (a) For the special case c, = cz = 1. the result ot 
Theorem 3.2 was obtained by the Mottoni et al. [ 7 J using Liapunov’s 
method. In their work it was assumed that g(?s, s’) is symmetric and 
Jo g(.u. x’) dx & 1 for every x’ E 0. The present approach removes these 
unnecessary restrictions on g. (b) The conclusions in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 
illustrate that a change of boundary condition from Dirichlet or mixed type 
to Neumann type leads to rather different asymptotic behavior of the 
solution when a = b = 0. In the former case, whether Dirichlet or mixed type. 
the solution always converges to zero while in the latter case it converges 
either to (0. E,, + (c, /c,) ti,,) or to (u^,, 0) depending solely on I’,, f 0 or 
I’” = 0. 
We next investigate the stability problem for the inhomogeneous system 
(1.3). ( 1.5). (1.8) when qi, hi are not all identically zero. Here the definition 
of stability, asymptotic stability and instability is in the usual sense ot’ 
Liapunov. To exhibit the effect of the diffusion coefficients more explicitly 
we assume. for simplicity. that D, . Dz are constants and the boundar] 
condition is in the form (1.5). It is obvious that in this situation the behavior 
of the time-dependent solutions depends not only on the physical parameters 
and the initial conditions but also on the steady state solution under 
consideration. Here a steady-state solution is as usual a solution (u,. I‘,) of 
the boundary-value problem 
-D,V’u + au = --c,(G(F))u + q,. 
-D,V’c + br = c~(G(L~))u + q2. 
1,s E f2). (3.19) 
B~u~rah@+pu=h,, B 1 L! )= cf6c/Fv + pr, = h 2 (s E a2). (3.20, 
The determination of the stability or instability of (u,. cs) can be achieved b> 
a suitable construction of upper and lower solutions. We shall construct such 
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a pair of functions by means of the smallest eigenvalue A,, and the 
corresponding eigenfunction Q,, of the eigenvalue problem 
v*qi, + &$o = 0 (x E Ll), B[#,] = 0 (x E a2). (3.21) 
The above equation is a special case of (3.4) and thus A, > 0, Q0 > 0 in 0. 
For convenience, we denote by G0 the least upper bound of G(d,) in a. In 
the following theorem we establish a sufficient condition for the asymptotic 
stability of a given non-negative steady-state solution. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let D,, D, be positive constants and let (us, us) be a non- 
negative steady-state solution of (3.19), (3.20). If there exist positive 
constants y, E such that 
&4 + a - YC, QWO)/th) + c, W,) > E, 
442 + b - c2~,(W,M,) - @2h) W,) 2 E 
(x E fi), (3.22) 
then the time-dependent solution (u, v) of (1.3), (1.5), (1.8) satisfies the 
relation 
u,(x) - P(f) h(x) G 44 XI G %(X) + PW 90(x> 
VAX) - YPW 4,(x> G a XI G v,(x) + ?LP(f) I,
(t > O,x.Efi), (3.23) 
whenever it holds at t = 0, where p(t) is given by 
p(t) = [q-l + (p(O)-’ - q-‘) e”]-’ (3.24) 
with p(0) < q = (e/G,,) . min{ (yc,))‘, c;‘}. 
Proof. Let ~=uS+p,~O,u=us-p,$O, v=vS+p2$0, v=vS-p2$0, 
where pi = pi(t) are some positive differentiable functions with p,(O) > p(O), 
p,(O) > yp(O), where p(0) < q. Since by (3.20), (3.21), 
B[u’] =B[u] =B[u,] = h,, B[v’] = B[v] = B[v,] = h,, 
the functions (C, VI, (u, v) are ordered pairs of upper and lower solutions if 
they satify relation (3.3). Using relations (3.19) for (us, us), (3.21) for 4,,, 
and the linearity property of the function G, a simple calculation shows that 
the inequalities in (3.3) are fulfilled if p, ,p2 satisfy the relations 
[PI + @oDi +4d4, +cl[~AG(vS) - (us + P~~)G(PAJI > 0, 
(PI + (AA +a>~,1 6, +~J-P&%) + (u,-P~&J G(P~~)I < 0, 
1~; + WA + b)p,lh -c,[~,A,G(vs) + (us + P,&) G(PA)I > 0, 
[P; + W’~ + b)pzlh -~2[-~,hG(vs) - (us -P,h,) ‘3(~24,)1< 0. 
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The above inequalities are clearly satisfied when 
PI + POD, +a +c,G(~‘,)lp,-c,u,(G(~o)l~,)pz~c,G(~,)p,~Z. 
P; + IAoDz + b - ~~~~(W,MJ~P, - czG(u,)~, > ~~W,)P,P,. 
Choose p, = p. p2 = l’p. Then it suffices to find p > 0 such that 
P’ + IAoD, + a + c,G(~‘s) - ~c,u,(WoMo)l~ > I-‘c,W,)P’. 
P’ + [4,4 + b - c,u,(WoY$o) - (c,/Y) W,)]P > VWJP’. 
By hypothesis (3.22) both of the above inequalities are satisfied if 
P’ + &P > (E/v)pp. 
where (E/V) = max(yc,G,, c*c,,}. This leads to the choice of p given by 
(3.24). With p, = p, pz = yp the functions (u, + ppO, L’, + 1~4,) and 
(u, - ~4,. L’, - yp@,,) are an ordered pair of upper and lower solutions. It 
follows from Theorem 2.1 that a unique solution (IL L’) to (1.3), (1.5). (1.8) 
exists and satisfies the relation (3.23). 
The result of Theorem 3.3 implies that if the condition (3.22) is satisfied 
then the steady-state solution (u,, ~1~) is (exponentially) asymptotically stable 
since the function p(t) converges to zero in exponential order as f --) co. A 
stability region of the steady-state (us, ~1~) is given by 
‘1” = {(U”, L’o) 2 (O,O); u, - P(O)@ < U” < u, + P(Oh 
L’, - P(O) $0 < 1’0 < L’, -1 YP(O) Q,, I. (3.25) 
In the special case of qi = hi = 0 the requirement (3.22) is trivially satisfied 
by the zero steady state U, = c, = 0 for either Dirichlet or mixed type 
boundary condition but not the Neumann condition (1.4). This is to be 
expected by virtue of the conclusions in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. On the other 
hand if q, = h, = 0 but q2, hz are not necessarily zero then the steady-state 
(0, ~1,). where L’, is the non-negative solution of the linear scalar boundary- 
value problem 
mD,C% - br = q? (x E f2), B[L.] = hz (SE m). 
is always asymptotically stable. Specifically, we have 
(3.26) 
COROLLARY 1. Let q, = h, = 0 and let ~3, be the non-negative solution oj 
(3.26). If a + A,D, > 0, b + II, Dz > 0 then the steady-state (0, ~1~) of (3.19). 
(3.20) is asymptotically stable. 
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Proof. It is easily seen that when b + A,D, > 0, q2 > 0 and h, > 0, a 
non-negative solution to (3.26) (including the Neumann boundary condition 
(1.4)) exists and is unique. Since the first inequality in (3.22) is trivially 
satisfied while the second one holds by a sufficiently large y, the conclusion 
of the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3.3. 
When q2 = h, = 0 and U, is the solution of the problem 
-D,V’u + au = q, (x E a), B[u] =h, (xE%R). (3.27) 
Then (u,, 0) is a steady-state solution of (3.19), (3.20). In this situation we 
have the following 
COROLLARY 2. Let q2 = h, = 0 and let u, be the non-negatitre solution of 
(3.27), including the boundary B(u] = au/~% = h,. If a + A,,D, > 0 and for 
some E > 0, 
492 + b - ~2 ~,(WWi4J 2 E (x E fin) (3.28) 
then the steady-state (us, 0) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. When ~1, = 0 the stability condition (3.22) is reduced to (3.28) 
and 
Since WW~o) < co (replace $0 by Jo as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, if 
necessary) condition (3.29) is satisfied by a suffkiently small y > 0. The 
conclusion of the corollary follows from Theorem 3.3 
Remark 3.2. When q2 = h, = h, = 0, q, is a positive constant and the 
boundary condition is of the Neumann type (1.4) the constant 
(u,, cs) = (q, /a, 0) is a steady-state solution, where a > 0. Since in this 
situation, A0 = 0, 40 = 1 and G($,) = J‘ g( x,x’) dx’, condition (3.28) becomes 
b - (c,q,la) JR g(xl x’) dx’ 2 E. (3.30) 
In view of Corollary 2, the steady-state (4,/a, 0) is asymptotically stable 
when (3.30) holds. In particular, if c2 = 1, i g(x,x’)d*y’ < 1 then (3.30) is 
ensured when q, < ab. This latter result was obtained in [7] by a different 
method. (It appears that the hypothesis q, < ab was consistently misprinted 
as q, < b/a throughout the paper in [ 7). See the proof of Proposition lc of 
that paper.) 
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4. THE BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEM 
In the “Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction” model (1.9) the reaction functions 
f)(U, L’) = u(a - bu - cl,). J1= -c,uL’ (4.1) 
are both quasi-monotone nonincreasing for u > 0, P > 0 and thus are of 
Type II in S = Rt x Rt (with u, = U. u2 = c). It is obvious that these 
functions satisfy the Lipschitz condition (2.7) for any pair of non-negative 
upper and lower solutions. In the present problem, upper and lower solutions 
(G. 1’). (u. v) are required to satisfy inequalities (2.1). (2.2) and the relations 
/,j-“. (D,Cu’)-qa-bc-cv) 
> 0 >, u, - V . (0, Vu) - u(a - bu - CC), 
l’, - v . (&CL;) + c,ut’ 
> 0 2 v, - v . (DzOv) + c, u’v (t > 0, x E a). 
(4.2) 
By Theorem 2.2. the existence and the asymptotic behavior of a solution to 
the problem (1.2). (1.3), (1.9) (or (1.3). (1.4), (1.9)) can be determined 
through suitable construction of (u’, L?), (u, v). We first establish the existence 
of a unique solution which is uniformly bounded in R’ x a. Recall that A,, 9, 
denote the eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenfunction of (3.4) while AU. 
Q,, are the corresponding pair of (3.2 1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u. > 0. u. > 0, hi > 0 and pi f 0. i = 1. 2. Then there 
exist positire constants K,. K, such that the problem (1.2). (1.3). ( 1.9) has 17 
unique solutiorl (u. 1’) satisjjling 
0 < u(t. .Y) < K,. 0 < u(t. s) 6 Kz (f 2 0, s E tin,. (4.3 ) 
Furthermore. if h, = h, = 0 then there exist positiL)e constants p, . p: such 
that the solution satisfies 
O~u(t,.U)~~P2e~‘.“-““~,, 0 < c(t. x) < ,oze m.‘T’02 (f > O.sER) (4.4) 
whenever it holds at t = 0. 
Proof: It is easily seen that if 
ii = sup{ hi(x)/&(x); x E lY2) < 00. i = 1,2. 
then the constant functions (U: t;) = (K,, K,), (u, v) = (0.0) satisfy all the 
inequalities in (2.1). (2.2) and (4.2), where 
K, = max(a/b, i,, Co}. Kz = max{sz. I?,-,}. (4.5 ) 
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In this case the existence of a solution and relation (4.3) follows from 
Theorem 2.2. In the case of 6 = co (which can happen only when p(x) = 0 
at some points on LM2) the requirement on 1;, tS becomes (with u = v = 0) 
u; - v * (D,Vzq > qu - bli), 
c’, - V . (D,Vt?) > 0, 
We choose v’ as the solution of 
u, - V . (D,Vv) = 0, B,[v] = h,, v(0, x) = L))(x). 
Since /3z f 0 (so that A, > 0) the solution v of the above system is non- 
negative and uniformly bounded. For the function u’ we seek it in the form 
u’= K + M(X), where K > I, is a constant and w is the nonnegative solution 
of the boundary-value problem 
-V . (D,Vw) = 0, B,[w] = h,. (4.7) 
The assumption /3, & 0 ensures the existence of a unique w > 0. With this 
function u’, (4.6) holds when 0 > (IV + K)(a - b(w + K)) which is satisfied by 
any constant K > a/b. This proves the first part of the theorem. 
When h, = h, = 0 we seek a different upper solution in the form u’= 
p,e-““f$,, d=p,e -““tiz. Clearly the boundary and initial requirements are 
fulfilled by (u’, v’) and (u, v) = (0,O). The relation (4.2) is now given by 
[--y,qb, - V . (D,V@,)] pled”’ -p,ePY”$,(a - bp,e-Y1f@,) > 0, 
[-Y~#~ - V . (4Vh)l pzep El > 0. 
In view of (3.4) the second inequality is trivially satisfied by yz = A, and the 
first one is equivalent to 
which is satisfied by y, = A, - a. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The result of Theorem 4.1 implies that when a < 2, the zero steady-state 
of the homogeneous system is exponentially asymptotically stable since 
1, > 0. For non-homogeneous systems, however, the asymptotic behavior of 
the time-dependent solution also depends on the steady-state solution of the 
corresponding boundary-value problem. For simplicity, we again consider 
constant diffusion coeffkients D, , D, and the boundary condition (1.5) so 
that the steady-state problem is 
-D,V’u = u(u - bu - co), -D,V’v = -c, UL’ (x E a), 
B[u] = h,(x), B[v] = h(x) (x E cm). 
(4.8) 
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In the following theorem we give sufficient conditions for the stability and 
the instability of a non-negative steady-state solution, including the Neumann 
boundary condition (1.4). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (us, us) be a non-negatice steadystate solution qf 
(4.8). If there exist positive constants y. E such that 
&D, - a + (26 - yc) u, + CL’, > E, 
J&A + c, u, - (c, /y) z’, > E 
(x E fin), (4.9 1 
then (u,. L?~) is asymptotically stable. Specifically, the time-dependent 
solution (u, c) of (1.3), (1.5), (1.9) satisfies the relation 
u, - p(t) 40 < u < u, + p(t) Al, L’, - YP(t) $0 < 1’ < l’, + yp(t) do (4.10 1 
whenever it holds at t = 0, where p(t) = O(e-“). On the other hand, if (4.9) is 
replaced by 
Lo D, - a + (2b - yc) u, + CL’, < --E 
&A + c, u, - (c,/Y) 1’5 < --E 
(x E fin>, (4.11) 
then (u,. cS) is unstable. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, relation (4.10) will follow if (C, Z;) = 
(u, + P,&,. ~1, + P&J, (u, v) = (u, - p,h,, u, - P,Q,) are upper and lower 
solutions of (1.3)( 1.5)( 1.9), where p, = p, pz = yp and p is a positive function 
on Rt. Since boundary and initial requirements are fulfilled it suffices to 
verify the inequalities in (4.2). Indeed, as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 a 
simple calculation shows that these inequalities are satisfied if p,. p: satisfy 
the relation 
PI + &D, -a + 2bu, + ccs)p, - cu,pz >, -bp:d, + cp, pz4,,. 
-1~; + (&D, -a + 2bu, + cus)p, -cusp,] < -bp;& + cp,pz@o, 
(4.12) 
P; + @,A + c,u,)P, -clcsp, 2 c, PI pz#o. 
-(~i+(~oDz+c,u,)~?-c,~,~,l~cI~,~z~,,. 
With p, =p. pz = yp the above inequalities hold if p satisfies 
p’ + @,,D, -a + (2b - yc) u, + cr,)p > jb - yc/ p’QO. 
P’ + WA + c,(u, - L’,/Y))P 2 c,P%. 
(4.13) 
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By hypothesis (4.9), both inequalities are satisfied if 
p’ + &P > 6p2, 
where 6 = max{l b - ycl, c,}. Therefore it suffkes to choose p as the function 
in (3.24) with q = E/B and p(0) < n. This proves relation (4.9). Since p(r) + 0 
(exponentially) as t + co the stability conclusion follows. 
To show the instability property when (4.11) holds we let (G, a) = 
(M + W, P, - pzq+,), (u,,v,) = (u, + p, #,,, 0), where M is a positive constant. 
W is the solution of (4.7), and p,, pz are bounded non-negative functions 
with ~1, - p2@o > 0. Then (u’, 6). (u, v) are ordered pairs of upper and lower 
solutions if U, + p,(O) & < u,, < M + W, 0 < no < U, - ~~(0) & and p,, p2 
satisfy the relation (see (4.2) and compare with (4.12)) 
-(M+W)(a-b(M+H'))>O 
P; + (&D, -a + 2bu, + CL’,)P, - cusp2 < -bp;q4, + cp,pz#o, (4.14) 
-[P;+(~,~*+c,u,)P,-c,~,P,l >C,P,Pz$o. 
Choose p, = p*, p2 = yp* and M> max{a/b, U,, Es + p*}, where U,,. U; . p* 
denote the respective least upper bound of u,, , u,, p *. Then zi > u, L? > v and 
all the inequalities in (4.14) hold if p * is uniformly bounded and satisfies the 
relation 
(p*)’ + @,D, -a + (26 - yc) u, + cc,)p* < -(b - yc)(p*)*&,, 
(P*)’ + (AJk + CIU, - (C,/Y) C,)P” ,< -c,(P*)*h. 
By hypothesis (4.1 l), both inequalities hold when 
(P*)’ - EP* < --6,(P”)2, 
where 6, = max{b - yc, c, }. This leads to the choice of 
p*(t) = W,)P*(WP*(O) + (0, -p*(O)) e-T’ (P*(o) < &I&)* 
(4.15) 
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that the time-dependent solution (u, Q) satisfies 
the relation 
u, +p*(r)&) < u < M + w, 0 < u(t, x) < L’, - yp*(t)& (t>O,xER) 
(4.16) 
whenever it holds at t = 0. Since p*(t) + e/6, as t + co and 6, depends only 
on b - yc and c,, independent, of (u,, u,,) we conclude that the time- 
dependent solution cannot be made arbitrarily close to (u,, us). no matter 
how small the initial perturbation (uO - u,, u0 - us) may be. Hence (u, , u,) is 
unstable which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 4.1. The proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that the stability and 
instability results also hold when the boundary condition (13) is replaced b! 
the Neumann type (1.4). The only difference in this situation is that A,, = 0. 
p0 = 1. In both cases, the result of Theorem 4.2 implies that under the 
condition (4.9). a stability region of (u,. L’,) is given bq 
/I I = ( (uo. lP,l) >, 640); I ~,-~,l~p(O)~,.j~,-~~,l~jlp(O)~,J. (4.17) 
and under the condition (4.11) an instability region is 
112 = {No. L’o)>.O.O);ll, + p*(o)~,<u,,<M+ w.o~l~,~z’,-~~p*(o)~~,). 
(4.18) 
It is seen from Theorem 4.2 that for homogeneous Dirichlet or mixed type 
boundary conditions the zero steady-state is asymptotically stable when 
/1,D, > a. However, for AoD, < a, non-trivial steady-state exists and is in the 
form (11,. 0). where u, is a solution of the scalar system 
-T . (D,Vu) = u(a - bu) (x E JS?). Blul = 0 (x E 22). (4.19) 
Using the notion of upper and lower solutions for scalar boundary value 
problems it is possible to show that such a nontrivial steady-state exists and 
is positive in R. Indeed, direct verification shows that li = a/h. 
u = Ita - i,D,)lbl #o are upper and lower solutions of (4.19). This implies 
that the problem (4.19) has at least one nontrivial solution ld, such that 
I (a - A0 D, l/b I tie Q W-)< a/b (s E n,. 
For the steady-state (u,. 0) we have the following conclusion: 
(4.20) 
COROLLARY. Let hi=O, Pi&O and A,D, <a. i= 1.2. Then the 
nontricial steady-state (u,. 0). l+*here u, is a solution qf (4.19). is 
asymptotical!v stable if 
us(x) > (2b)-‘(a - A, 0,) (s E sr,. (4.2 1) 
In particular, this is the case if $. > I/ 2 on fi. 
Proof: For the steady-state (us, 0), the stability condition (4.9) is 
reduced to 
AoD, -a + (2b-yc)u, > E (x E fin). 
By (4.21) this condition is satisfied by a sufficiently small y > 0. The 
asymptotic stability of (us, 0) follows from Theorem 4.2. In the special case 
of Q. > l/2 the condition (4.21) is ensured by the relation (4.20). 
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We now investigate the stability problem for Eq. (1.9) under the Neumann 
boundary condition (1.4). In this system, there are infinitely many constant 
steady-states in the form (0,~) and (a/b, 0), where p > 0 is an arbitrary 
constant. Since the constant solutions (0,~) are not isolated, none of them 
can be asymptotically stable. However, it is interesting to know whether 
these constant steady-states are stable or unstable. We answer this question 
in the following 
THEOREM 4.3. The constant steady-stare (u/b, 0) of (1.4). (1.9) is 
asymptotically stable; and for every p > 0, the steady-state (0, ,u) is unstable. 
Proof: By letting U, = a/b, v, = 0 and A0 = 0 in (4.9) the stability 
condition for (a/b, 0) reduces to 
-a + (2b - yc)(u/b) > E, c,(a/b) > e 
which is satisfied by any y < b/c. The asymptotic stability of (u/b, 0) follows 
from Theorem 4.2. For the steady-state (0,~) the instability condition (4.11) 
is reduced to 
-a+cp<-cE, -(c, /YIP < --E* (4.22) 
Hence for 0 < p < u/c this condition is satisfied by some positive y, E. When 
p > a/c the first inequality in (4.22) does not hold. However, from the proof 
of Theorem 4.2 it sufftces to find a suitable pair of non-negative functions p, , 
pz such that the last two inequalities in (4.14) hold. In the present situation, 
these two conditions are given by 
P;+(w-u)p,<-b,p;+cp,p,, 
(4.23) 
P; - C,PP, < -C1P,P2. 
The first inequality can be satisfied by letting p, be the function p in (3.24) 
with E = cp - a, q = --E/b,, p,(O) > 0 when p > a/c (or p, be the solution of 
pi = -b, p: when p = u/c). The second inequality in (4.23) is satisfied by the 
function 
~~0) =P - 01 -p2(0))ew 
( 
-cl (I p,(r) df) 
-0 
which is the solution of the equation p; = c,p,(u -p2). The above argument 
shows that (u’, ~7) = (M, lu - p2), (u, v) = (p, , 0) are an ordered pair of upper 
and lower solutions of (1.3), (1.4), (1.9) when p,(O) < uo(x) GM, 
0 < v0 <p - p,(O), where M is chosen the same constant as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. It follows from Theorem 2.2 and the fact p*(t)-+ 
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,U + K*(p,(O) -.u) that the time-dependent solution (u, L’) possesses the 
property 
lim u(t, X) ,< M lim tl(t, X) < K*(,u - p?(O)) ast+co 
(K* = exp (-c, .(: p,(t) dt) ). 
Since K* < 1 and is independent of (uO, c,,), the above relation implies that 
(0,~) is unstable. Finally, for ,U = 0 the second inequality in (4.22) cannot be 
satisfied. In this situation, we seek upper and lower solutions in the form 
(u’, 6) = (M. p,), (u, v) = (p,, 0). Then as in the previous case it suffices to 
find non-negative functions pr , pz such that (see (4.14)) 
PI-aP,<-bP:+c,P,Pz. PS G --cl PI Pz. (4.24) 
It can easily be shown by a similar argument as for (4.23) that there are 
functions p,. pz satisfying (4.24) such that for p?(O) < sic. 
P,(O) < b-‘(a - CP>(O)), 
lim p>(f) = 0. lim p,(f) = b(a - cpJO)Y ’ as t-tco. (4.25) 
In fact, p, may be taken as p* in (4.15) with E = a - cp,(O). 6, = 6. and 
pz = p,(O) exp [ -c, b(a - cp,(O)) ‘f]. By Theorem 2.2 the solution (u. I’) 
satisfies p, <p < M, 0 < c < pz. Since by (4.25). p,(f) converges to a non- 
zero constant independent of u,, the zero steady-state is unstable. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. THE MODEL IN REACTOR DYNAMICS 
In this section we investigate the behavior of the solution for the reactor 
model (1.10). This model arises from the study of neutron flux and 
temperature distribution in a nuclear reactor system where the effect of heat 
conduction is taken into consideration. The nonlinear term aur’ in (1.10) is 
often referred to as temperature feedback and it plays an important role in 
the stability and instability property of the system. For a > 0 (positive 
feedback) the functions 
f,(u. ~3) = u(ar - b), f:(u) = Cl1 (5.1) 
are of Type I while for a < 0 (negative feedback) they are of Type III. Since 
Type III functions have already been discussed in Section 3 our main 
concern in this section is the case a > 0. The aim of this section is to 
determine the stability and the blowing-up property of the solution through 
suitable construction of upper and lower solutions. Here we again consider 
the boundary condition (1.5) with hi = 0 and assume that j?(x) f 0. Hence 
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and condition (2.1), (2.2) (with U, = U, uz = u). In the first two theorems we 
show that for one class of initial functions the corresponding time-dependent 
solution converges to zero while for another class of initial functions the 
solutions blow up in finite time. An analogous conclusions for the Neumann 
boundary condition (1.4) will be given in the last theorem. In each case, 
explicit domains for these two classes of initial functions are established. It 
turns out that these domains only involve the physical parameters Di, a, b, c 
and 1,. Recall that L,, > 0 when P(X) f 0 on X!, and 4, > 0 on fi when 
a(x) > 0 on XJ. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let a > 0, hi = 0, /3(x) & 0 and let p, ,p2 be positive 
constants satisfying 
p2 < a -'(&D, + b), ~1 < c - ‘&,D,P,). (5.3) 
Then for any U, < p, &, v, < p2 Q0 there exists a constant y > 0 such that a 
unique global solution (u, v) to (1.3), (1.5), (1.10) exists and satisfies the 
relation 
0 < 4% 4 -G PI e-%J@)~ 0 < u(t, x) < p2 e- yfq$(x) (1 > 0, x E IT). (5.4) 
On the other hand, if a < 0 then (5.4) holds for any u,, > 0, u0 > 0 with 
possibly some different p, , p2. 
Proof. It is clear that for a > 0 the functions f, , f, in (5.1) are of Type I 
and satisfies the condition (2.7) in S(D,) for any non-negative upper and 
lower solutions. By Theorem 2.2 it suffices to show that (C, r?) = 
@,e-YtOo9P2e -Yt#,,) and (u, v) = (0,O) and upper and lower solutions, 
respectively. In fact, we only need to tind y > 0 such that 
pI e-Y’(-y4, - D,V*hJ >, ~~e-~‘4,@p~e-~‘d, - b), 
p2e-Y’(-y4, - D2V2hJ >, cpI e-Y’4, 
(5.5) 
since all the other conditions are trivially satisfied. The above inequalities 
follows immediately from (5.3) by the positive constant 
y=min(&D, +b-apz,&D,--cp,p;‘}. 
This proves the existence problem and the relation (5.4). For a < 0, the 
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functions f, , fi are of Type III and thus the same pair of (u. ~1) and (u, v) are 
again upper and lower solutions if the constant a in (5.5) is replaced by zero 
(see (2.3)). In this case, the first inequality in (5.5) is satisfied by any 
p, < co and the second inequality holds for pz > cp, (&D, - v)- ‘, where 
y < L,Dz. The arbitrariness of pi (and thus of pr) implies that (5.4) holds for 
any U, > 0, u0 > 0. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 5.1 implies that for a < 0 the zero steady-state is globally 
asymptotically stable (with respect to non-negative initial perturbations). 
This global stability result can also be obtained by comparing u with the 
solution of the scalar equation U, - D,V*u + bu = 0 under the same 
boundary and initial conditions. As the constant a changes from negative to 
positive values the stability property becomes regional in nature. and a 
stability region is given by 
.,I, = {(u,, v,) > (O,O); 0 < uo <<p,~O~ 0 < co <Pp!44)J. (5.6) 
where p,, pz are restricted by (5.3). This stability region decreases as u 
increases. Within this stability region the corresponding time-dependent 
solutions converge to zero at an exponential rate. However, under the same 
set of physical parameters there are another class of initial functions whose 
corresponding time-dependent solutions grow unbounded in finite time. In 
order to show this and to give an explicit condition for this class of initial 
functions we use the following notations 
B, E max(A,D, + b. 210Dz}, B, = min{a$,. 2c}, (5.7) 
where p. = min do(x). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let a > 0, a(x) > 0, p > @3,/B?)’ and let u,, > p&, 
~1~ > p’i2~o. Then there exists a finite TA such that a unique solution (u. L’) to 
(1.3), (1.5). (1.10) exists on [0, To) x f2 and satisfies either 
t$ [y~g u(l, x)] = 03 or lim [m:i u(t,x)) = co (or both). (5.8) 
f’T” 
Moreotler. To < (2/B,) ln(1 - (B,/B,)p-I”)-‘. 
Proof. We show the blowing-up property (5.8) by using the same 
argument as in [ 171 for scalar systems. The first step is to find a lower 
solution in the form u = ptio, v = p’!2@o, where p E p(t) is a positive (but 
unbounded) function with p(O) = p. Indeed, since B[u] = B[v] = 0 and f, , f, 
are Type I functions, (u, u) is a lower solution if (see (5.2)) 
p’ + (A,D, + b)p < up3”@,. 
p’ + 21, Dz p < 2cp”‘. 
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Using the notations in (5.7) it suffkes to find p > 0 such that 
p’ + B, p < B, p312. 
The above relation is satisfied by the function 
p(f) =e-BI’[p-“2 - (B,/‘B,)(l -e-B11/2)]-2 
where T, = (2/B,) In(l - B,/B,)p-I")-'. Notice from a > 0, a(x) > 0 that 
both B, and B, are positive and from p > (B,/B2)2, the function p is also 
positive in [0, T,). With this choice of p, (u, v) is a lower solution on 
[O. T] x d for every T < T, and grows unbounded as r + T, . Using (u, v) as 
the initial iteration, a monotone argument shows that the corresponding 
sequence (or’)) = (_u’~‘, _U’~) ] obtained from (2.9)-(2.11) (with _u(,&’ = _u’&‘. 
_u:= kjtk’) is monotone nondecreasing. Choose a suffkiently large constant 
M, and define some modified functions A, i = 1, 2, so that x. =A for 
0 < u < IV,,, 0 < u < M, and A are uniformly bounded on Rt x R ‘. Then the 
corresponding sequence {leek’, _U(~’ ) with& replaced by A remains monotone 
nondecreasing but now it is uniformly bounded. Hence this new sequence 
converges to some function (u^, 0) and u^ > u, v^ > v on [0, T] x fi for each 
T < T,. A regularity argument shows that (u^, t;) is the solution of the 
modified problem (1.3), (l.S), (1.10). and it is also a solution of the original 
problem for as long as 0 ,< u” ,< M,, 0 < G < M,. We claim that the solution 
(u, tl) of the original problem must satisfy the relation (5.8). Suppose this 
were not the case. Then there would exist M* such that u < M”, 2’ < M*, on 
[0, T, J x fi. Let T, < T, such that the maximum of u and v on 10, T?] X I? 
are equal to or greater than M* + 1. Using M, = M* + 1 in the definition of 
ii the above argument shows that the modified problem has a unique solution 
(u^, r?) on (0, T2] x I? such that u^ > u, 6 > v. This implies that for some 
T, < T,, (z?, 0) is the solution of the original problem and c(t, x) = M, (or 
t:(t, ,u) = M,) at some point (t, X) E [ 0, T,] x fi. But this contradicts the fact 
that u^ < M* < M, (or c^ < M* < M,) on [0, T, ] x 3. Therefore at least one 
of the components of (u. v) must be unbounded on 10, T,,] X a for some 
To < co. This proves the theorem. 
In view of Theorem 5.2, a “strong instability region” of the system is given 
by 
where p is determined by B, , B, given in (5.7). When the boundary 
condition is of Neumann type (1.4) these constants are reduced to B, = b. 
B, = min(a, 2~) and so the instability region becomes 
A; = ((u,, uO); u,, > p, u,, > p”‘} with p = max(b/a, b/2c). (5.11) 
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However, under this boundary condition, the stability region A, in (5.6) is 
no longer useful. This is to be expected since the component u of the system 
no longer decays to zero. It is interesting to know then for this kind of 
boundary condition whether the solution (u, v) converges to a limit, and if it 
does to which limit it converges. To answer this question we modify the 
construction of the upper solution by letting u’= pOe- ?I, t; = s(t). where the 
positive constant p,,, y and the function 4 are to be determined. It is easily 
seen that (,U; F) is an upper solution if 
4(t) = q. + (cpo /y)( 1 - e “1 (t > 0). (5.12) 
where pO. 1’. q. are any positive constants satisfying 
q. < b/a, y < b - aq, and p. < (ylac)(b - aq, - s). (5.13) 
This observation leads to the following stability conclusion. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p = max(b/a. b/2c} > 0 and let po, q. be positive 
constants satisf”ping (5.13) for some y > 0. Then for u. < po, u. < qo, a 
unique global solution (u, U) to the Neumann problem ( 1.3). ( 1.4). ( 1.10) 
exists and satisfies 
lim u(t. x) = 0, iim u(t, x) = V, + CU,, . (5.14) 
f-r r-cc 
c’,=I ( uo(x)dx, 
IQI -a 
U, = +, f* _/ u(t. x) d.u dt. 
0 I> 
On the other hand, if u. > p, u0 > p then the solution (u, c) exists only on 
(0, To) x fi for some To < co and it blows-up to a~ as t -+ To. 
Proof. For u. < po, u. < qo, the functions (~2, Fj’ = @oe-Y’. q(t)) and 
(u, v) = (0, 0), where q(t) is given by (5.12), are upper and lower solutions of 
(1.3) (1.4), (l.lO), and therefore a global solution (u, ~1) exists and satisfies 
0 < u(t, x) <Poe-“, 0 G dt, -u) < s(t) (t > O.xE fi). (5.15) 
This implies the first relation in (5.14) as well as the existence of the integral 
j$; .i, u(t, x) d-y dt. To show the second relation in (5.14) we consider u as a 
given function and use the principle of superposition by writing the solution 
11 of the linear system 
13, - DZV2r = cu, Fu/i?v = 0. c(0. x) = co(x) (5.16) 
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as u = II, + u2, where vr , u2 are the solution of (5.16) corresponding to u = 0 
and a0 = 0, respectively. By eigenfunction expansion, the solutions u,, u2 
may be written as 
u,(t, x) = 2 a;“(t) Vi(X) (i= 1,2), 
j=o 
(5.17) 
where vi’s are the eigenfunctions of the operator D,V’(under the Neumann 
boundary condition). Let {pj} be the corresponding eigenvalues with 
o=pu,<p,<p2<.-.. Then the Fourier coefficients a;‘) are given by 
a:“=/ouO(~)dx= V,, aj”= (1 uovjdx) e-“j’, j= 1,2,..., 
.R 
and czj” are determined from the Cauchy problem 
(a;“) + pja;2’ = cgj(t), a;*‘(O) = 0, j = 0, 1, 2,.. , 
where gj = j, u(t, x) w,(x) dx. Since ,u~ = 0, v/O = 1, and for j = 1, 2 ,..., ,uj > 0. 
g,(t) + 0 as t+ co, we conclude that ab2’(t)+ cUo, a;“(t)+ 0 as f--t co, 
j = 1, 2,... . This leads to the relation u,(t, x) + V,, ~*(t, x)-+ &Jo as l-+ co, 
from which we obtain the second relation in (5.14). Finally, for u. > p, 
v, > p the blowing-up behavior of the solution is a direct consequence of 
Theorem 5.2. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
ADDENDUM 
After the completion of the paper it came to the author’s attention that the 
works of Norman [25], Chandra, Dressel and Norman [26], Ladde, 
Lakshmikantham and Vatsala [27] and Laksmikantham and Vatsala [28] 
give a similar constructive method in obtaining the existence-comparison 
theorems as those in Section 2. These works treat a general system of n 
equations of parabolic type using the method of quasisolution. The work in 
[27, 281 gives also a discussion on the stability problem. 
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